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Along with the rapid development of China’s economy, multi-party action 
becomes a severe problem that the judiciary of our country has to face. As our 
country’s group-disputees resolution model, representative action system increasingly 
declines in judicial practice, and the system of internal defects greatly restricts the 
relief for multi-party disputes with small claims. This discourse attempts to 
comprehensively review the system of group action in Germany and to provide 
theoretical argument and recommendations, which is internally needed by our model 
of multi-party action. Apart from the introduction and the conclusion, the discourse is 
divided into four chapters. 
Chapter 1: Overview of group action. Initialized with concept analysis, this 
chapter points out that group action serves as a public interest litigation of “one on 
one” form, which is authorized by the legal authority of a particular social group in 
the status of an independent party. The value and function of group action includes 
protecting public interests, balancing the power of two parties and making up the lack 
of motivation for litigation. This chapter simultaneously explains the basic nature, 
public interest litigation trust, of the right to appeal by my own.  
Chapter 2: Group action under the view of comparative law. Two path for 
comparative analysis has been utilized in this chapter: one is the comparison among 
Europe, Japan and Taiwan on group action system, after summarizing the evolution in 
the history of group action in Germany; the other is the comparison between the 
mechanism of Group action in Civil Law System and the Class Action in Common 
Law System, in order to clarify the differences between them. 
Chapter 3: Feasibility of group action system in China. Initialized with the 
differentiation of two types of multi-party action, significant disputes of rights and 
small claim rights, and after affirming the systematical distribution of the mechanism 















mechanism of group action, based on the relief of the majority’s rights of small claim 
as well as the protection of public interests, may accommodate the internal expanding 
pluralistic needs of group litigation and will be beneficial to the reply to the booming 
infringement of the majority’s rights of small claims.  
Chapter 4: Construction of the mechanism of group action in China. This chapter 
comprehensively analyzes the institutional and the realistic advantages to introduce 
the system of group action, Conducts analysis for the reference of group action to our 
country in the scope of legislative changes in style, personal right to claim damages, 
and reminds not to ignore the consideration of the experience of the same legal 
territory  when learning the mechanism of group action of Germany. 
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